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+13175760556 - http://asakajapaneserestaurant.com

A complete menu of Asaka Japanese Restaurant from Indianapolis covering all 19 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Kevin S likes about Asaka Japanese Restaurant :
Everyone comes here for the sushi. They have a great Happy Hour deal on sushi, but the hidden gem is the
Japanese Beef Curry. It is absolutely incredible. I highly recommend it. They do take reservations. It’s a good
idea to send them a Facebook message to get a reservation. This place can get really busy, but it is worth the

wait. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in nice weather, And into
the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What Torrey Hoeger

doesn't like about Asaka Japanese Restaurant :
Average fresh sushi as expected but it took over an hour wait between the soup salad and sushi. No one in the

management came out to apologize for the wait. When the bill came, they automatically discounted for cash and
asked us to pay in cash. We thought the 10% discount was for the long wait. I would only go back if there is no

wait for the average sushi and customer service. read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary
flair, this is the place to be: The original Asian fusion cuisine of the Asaka Japanese Restaurant from Indianapolis

- a delicious combination of the familiar and the unexpected, there are also fine vegetarian recipes on the
menu. But the undisputed highlight of this establishment is the delightful Sushi such as Maki and Sashimi, and

it's made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, healthy Japanese menus prepared.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Drink�
SAKE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Beef-Gericht�
BEEF CURRY

Noodl�
RAMEN

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Munchie�
SHRIMP TEMPURA

Sush� Rol� or Han� Rol�
SHRIMP TEMPURA ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

FISH

APPETIZER

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

RED SNAPPER

SHRIMP

PRAWNS
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